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Grade 7   Lesson 4

Exploring the Power of the Pen

Teacher Summary
In this lesson, students will have the opportunity to connect their work in the previous lessons with some information about the topic 
of media and body-image. After viewing and analyzing many examples of spoken word performances, students will write their own 
spoken word poem to voice how they feel about the images and messages they receive from the media and to share their thoughts 
and feelings about redefining appearance ideals and the effects a redefinition of these ideals could have on how we see ourselves. 

Teacher Message
This lesson focuses on using words and an authentic voice to turn society’s perceptions of appearance ideals around and redefine 
it, offering an alternative view of how we should see ourselves. In previous lessons, students used their critical literacy skills to 
dissect both the intended messages and the implied messages that the media transmit. Central to this work is reflecting on how 
they feel about these messages; spoken word poetry is an excellent vehicle for students to explore those feelings. Whether you 
decide to have students stop after a rough draft of the writing or see it all the way through the writing process to a polished 
performance, the value of having students develop spoken word poems is to provide a venue to voice their ideas and express 
themselves. This reflection is central to developing a stronger sense of body-image and self-worth.

Materials
Chart paper  
Markers  
Notebooks or paper for spoken word poetry

Media Clips

Dove, #SpeakBeautiful: Let’s make social media a more 
positive place. (Available at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=_NjBJjfuVFo)

TED, Meghan Ramsey: Why thinking you’re ugly is bad for 
you. (https://archive.org/details/MeaghanRamsey_2014S)

Spoken word poetry performances, such as:

•  Prince Ea, Dear Future Generations: Sorry (Available at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eRLJscAlk1M)

•  Suli Breaks, Why I Hate School But Love Education 
(Available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y_
ZmM7zPLyI)

•  Shane Koyczan, To This Day (also available as a 
picture book) (Available at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ltun92DfnPY)

•  Belissa Escobedo, Rhiannon McGavin, and Zariya Allen, (On 
the Queen Latifah Show), Somewhere In America 
(Available at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=YshUDa10JYY)

•  Mustafa Ahmed, A Single Rose 
(Available at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=rbZksEZjRJg)

•  Prince Ea – I Am NOT Black, You Are NOT White 
(Available at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=q0qD2K2RWkc)

•  Taz, Fat People 
(Available at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=0eQ1ZAjRvBE)
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•  TED, Sarah Kay: If I Should Have A Daughter… 
(https://youtu.be/0snNB1yS3IE)

•  Prince Ea, Karen Fat Shames Woman, Instantly 
Regrets It (Available at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=H1qd9nJ44n0)

•  Solli Raphael, We Can Be More (Available at https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=lm0r3yFh0zU&t=1s)

 Note: There are many other performance examples online; 
before showing any to your students, preview them to 
ensure they are age appropriate and appropriate 
for use in your classroom.

Learning Organizer 

Learning Organizer 4-1 Here’s What. … So What? … Now 
What?
Learning Organizer 4-2 Essay versus Spoken Word
Learning Organizer 4-3 Spoken Word Poem: Small Group 
Guided Sample
Learning Organizer 4-4 Co-constructing Criteria: Spoken Word 
Poetry
Learning Organizer 4-5 Spoken Word Poem: Student Sample
Learning Organizer 4-6: Reflective Journal: My Message

Assessment Tool 

Assessment Tool Lesson 4 Spoken Word Poetry Criteria

Supporting Curriculum Outcomes
Alberta

Atlantic Provinces

British Columbia

Manitoba

Ontario

Québec

Saskatchewan

https://youtu.be/0snNB1yS3IE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H1qd9nJ44n0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H1qd9nJ44n0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lm0r3yFh0zU&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lm0r3yFh0zU&t=1s
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Lesson Outline

Inspiration: How will I engage the students?

1. Reflect with students on their work this far in the unit, including the photo essay they created and their analysis of 
videos and written texts. Discuss what they discovered and how they feel about what they saw and heard. 

2. Introduce Learning Organizer 4-1, Here’s what. … So what? … Now what? The structure of this learning organizer 
allows students to think about a topic or issue, wonder about why it’s important, and then propose an action. 

3. Show students a short DOVE clip: Speak Beautiful, and Meaghan Ramsey’s TED talk: Why Thinking You’re 
Ugly is Bad for You. The TED talk will be a great follow-up to Lesson 3’s work around our digital citizenship and media 
responsibility.

4. As students view both videos, have them complete Learning Organizer 4-1. After the videos, have them share 
their thinking with a small group. 

5. Bring students together and continue the discussion as a large group. Discuss how the content of each video 
can affect our body-image. For example, you could ask questions such as Do these media texts help to redefine our 
understanding of appearance ideals? and Do they challenge societal norms of these ideas?

Facilitation: How will students learn the concepts?

6. Tell students that they will be creating some spoken word poetry. Invite students to share what they know about 
spoken word poetry, including whether they have ever heard of it. (Spoken word poetry is performance poetry, a writing form 
that uses the written text and the spoken word together to share a point of view and opinion about a topic or issue. Spoken 
word poetry has often been used to convey feelings of oppression or silence about a situation or an experience. It also allows 
the writer to share their passion about a subject. It gives voice to those that might feel voiceless and often creates a space for 
social action to occur.)

7. A comparison of essays versus spoken word poetry can be found in Learning Organizer 4-2 Essay versus Spoken Word. 
This comparison was compiled by a group of teachers from their own knowledge and reading about the two forms of writing.

8. To launch the work with spoken word poetry, watch several of the performances listed in the Materials 
section of this lesson. Have students make notes about what helps to make each piece effective (or what gets in the way). 
Prompting questions to consider asking are provided in this document created by Helen Vlachoyannacos: https://docs.google.
com/document/d/1uXBk_M9L0kFFmDGfGG6WnrT4Mjs3EnI4xTloq8CRSHw

9. It might take several periods to view several performances, and engage in critical thinking and dialogue about what students 
see and hear. It is important to allot the time necessary for students to understand, dissect, and decompose the poems you 
share.

10. After you have viewed several performances, view Sarah Kay’s If I Should Have A Daughter… Kay performs her 
piece, and then helps us understand how to write a spoken word poem. For example, she asks the audience to think about 
three things they know are true. 

11. Have students write three things they know are true and develop some ideas about each one to flow into 
their first spoken word poem. Encourage students to think about how they feel about each truth.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uXBk_M9L0kFFmDGfGG6WnrT4Mjs3EnI4xTloq8CRSHw
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uXBk_M9L0kFFmDGfGG6WnrT4Mjs3EnI4xTloq8CRSHw
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Application: How will students demonstrate their learning?
12. Allow time for students to experiment with words as they write their poems. Conference with students and help 

them as needed.

13. Consider other activities to help engage your students attempt their first draft spoken word poem.  
For example, you might:

• brainstorm topics they are passionate about

• brainstorm topics that inspire them

• use all five senses to describe a topic or issue

• think about what advice would they give their younger self?

• describe something that angers them

• recount a memory that excites them

14. Some students may be hesitant to start with so little direction. If so, 

•  Pull those students into a guided writing session. Brainstorm a topic together, inviting students to share their 
thinking with you as you jot down their ideas. 

•  After they have brainstormed, encourage students to circle the key points or big ideas about their topic. 
This will help them identify the key messages to include as they begin their writing.

•  Begin a draft together, having students contribute their lines, with you compiling them. Then, ask students to 
independently finish the poem, using the beginning that you wrote together. To facilitate this small group piece, you may 
decide to type the draft, so students have it in front of them as they continue their writing. Learning Organizer 4-3 
Spoken Word Poem: Small Group Guided Sample includes an example.

15. Tell students that they will be writing a poem about body-image and redefining appearance ideals using 
what they learned the previous three lessons, and using the spoken word poems they viewed and wrote as examples. 
Students’ poems should convey why they do not agree with the messages the media presents them, and how these messages 
negatively affect them, as citizens of a world that includes and represents so much beauty and so much variety.

16. Before students begin to write, brainstorm and co-construct criteria for writing and performing their poem. 
Learning Organizer 4-4 Co-constructing Criteria: Spoken Word Poetry includes some criteria students might 
suggest. Have students use the criteria you develop together to help them write and perform their final poem.

17. Create a rubric or assessment tool based on the criteria you co-construct. Share the assessment tool or criteria 
with students, to help them as they write their own piece.

18. Use the student sample provided in Learning Organizer 4-5 Spoken Word Poem: Student Sample to 
deconstruct and illustrate for students what is effective or ineffective about their poems.

19. Consider providing opportunities for students to perform their poem for a small group of their peers.

4
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Reflection: How will students reflect on their learning?
20. Have students respond to the following questions, using Learning Organizer 4-6 Reflective Journal:  

My Message

• What are the key messages of your spoken word poem?

• How does your poem’s message relate to your own life experiences and opinions?

• Is this an important message for others to hear? Why or why not?

Assessment
There are many times during this lesson when it would be appropriate to conduct informal formative assessment. For example, 
during conferencing or working with small groups you can observe the progress students have made with their writing and 
where they seem to be having trouble. 

Learning Organizer 4-4 Co-constructing Criteria: Spoken Word Poetry or Assessment Tool Lesson 3 Spoken 
Word Poetry Criteria can be used by you and by students to assess students’ poems. You may have students present to a 
small group or to the class. Do not evaluate their dramatic performance skills unless you have worked to help students develop 
the relevant skills for presentation beforehand.

Related Resources to Extend Learning 

Best Bets for Teachers:

Digital Wellness Lab (https://digitalwellnesslab.org)
This website is a great reference and source of information about the effects of media on children and families.

Center for Media Literacy (www.medialit.org)
This website includes wonderful media resources to use with your students. An entire K–12 unit, with many lessons on the Five 
Core Concepts of Media Literacy, can be used to add depth to this lesson and others.

Best Bet for Students: 

Kids Help Phone (https://kidshelpphone.ca/topic/emotional-well-being/body-image)
The Kids Help Phone is an incredible service for children to turn to if they need support with the many issues they face. Students 
may find it interesting to read more about body-image on their website. 

TeensHealth (www.teenshealth.org)
This website provides teens with candid answers to questions they commonly have about emotions, health, and life. Students 
will find a variety of articles pertaining to body-image and self-esteem.

5
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Here’s What. … So What? … Now What? 

Name:   Date: 

Here’s What.
Summarize the issues in the videos.

So What? 
Why should we care? What does this mean for our society and world?

Now What?
What can we do about it? What should we do about it? How can we help?
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Essay Versus Spoken Word

Name:   Date: 

Essay Spoken Word

Structure •  introduction (thesis) presents your 
opinion clearly

•  includes 3 paragraphs, each 
one supporting your thesis in a 
different way

•  addresses the counterargument

•  concluding paragraph summarizes 
your thesis

•  can be as long as you want it 
to be; long enough to convey 
the message

•  clear opinion (thesis) can be 
presented anywhere in the text

•  includes 3 arguments, each 
one supporting your thesis in a 
different way

•  conclusion summarizes your thesis

Body can include •  facts

•  statistics

•  explanations

•  surveys

•  anecdotes or stories

•  examples

•  testimonials

•  expert advice

•  quotes

•  statistics

•  examples

•  opinions

•  emotions

•  details

•  appeal to five senses

•  personal experience

•  quotes

Style •  clear, concise language

•  logical; convince without begging 
or repeating information

•  creative language

•  rhyme, repetition, plays on 
words, alliteration, metaphors, 
similes, exaggeration

•  natural voice (Slang is okay.)
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Essay Versus Spoken Word (continued)

Essay Spoken Word

Flow Use transition words to help it flow. Use language, rhythm, and sense to 
help it flow.

Keep in mind Write using evidence, logic, and 
your brain.

Write using your experience, 
experiences of others, and 
your heart.
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Spoken Word Poem: Small Group Guided Sample

Brainstorming about the topic First draft following the brainstorming
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Co-Constructing Criteria: Spoken Word Poetry

What do we need to remember when writing our spoken word poem?

Possible student responses:

• stay on track: stay on topic, don’t veer away from your thesis (or your opinion)

• use rhyme effectively, don’t rhyme only for the sake of rhyming

• use repetition, rhyming, attitude, tone of voice, enthusiasm, emotions

• persuade or convince your audience of your thesis

What do we need to remember when performing our spoken word poem?

Possible student responses:

speak clearly, don’t jumble up your words

don’t get side-tracked

have eye contact with your audience

memorize some or even most of your piece

speak with expression and emotion

use gestures, but not too many
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Spoken Word Poem: Student Sample

Since when did beauty become an obsession 
it’s like beauty has become an impression. 
What happened about being who you are, 
and not some Hollywood star. 

Beauty is something that comes from within, 
not the skin. 
Just having flawless skin 
may mean having a thoughtless brain. 
I’d rather have a complex brain then an artificial heart 
and I assure you of that. 
Why does it have to be so complicated 
why can’t it just be dominated. 
We all have to fulfill the duty 
to redefine the word 
beauty. 

Beauty is about 
personality, 
individuality, 
originality 
not about materiality or proportionality. 

You have to cut through 
go through trouble 
to get the true meaning of beauty across 
but you can’t forget it’s a worldwide view. 

The battle of true beauty may be tough 
but don’t outdo yourself. 
You’ll always pass through. 
People have different points of view 
beauty is a worldwide view. 
Realize the true view, and unglue the untrue, and love to be yourself. 
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Spoken Word Poem: Student Sample (continued)

But come on, there’s society to blame. 
Who gives you anxiety. 
I have to say 
clothes, 
makeup, 
and size 
need to be disposed. 
Models’ secrets are exposed. 
We need to repose the definition of beauty 
because its our duty. 
So I suppose I can say 
you and me 
are the reason beauty 
has turned into a game…
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Reflective Journal: My Message

Name:   Date: 

1.  What are the key messages of your spoken word poem?

2.  How does your poem’s message relate to your own life experiences and opinions?

3.  Is this an important message for others to hear? Why or why not?
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Spoken Word Poetry Criteria

Purpose: To write a spoken word poem that persuades others to critically think about how appearance ideals are defined in our 
society, posing a counter-narrative (alternative view) about the need to challenge that standard.

Name:   Date: 

Topic:

Knowledge and 
Understanding

What I Write

 I state my point of view (my thesis, or my opinion) clearly and I state a 
solution (a call to action) clearly.

 I include an introduction and a conclusion that summarizes my thesis.

 I use the format of a spoken word poem.

Thinking

What I Say

 I use language creatively to express a strong emotion.

 I include ideas about my topic that are logical, reasonable, and organized.

 My ideas make sense, and are connected to my opinion (e.g., I do not 
rhyme just for the sake of rhyming).

 My points are connected to my thesis or my opinion with details 
and reasons.

Communication

The Way I Say It

 I express my ideas clearly and organize them logically.

 I present my opinion clearly.

 I use an appropriate voice, style, and tone.

 I use conventions of spelling, grammar, and punctuation correctly.

 I choose appropriate words, and organize sentences and paragraphs or 
stanzas so they flow.

Application

Connect to It

 My writing includes personal connections to my topic.

 I use information from my prior knowledge and from research to support 
my opinion.

 I demonstrate why this issue is important.
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Supporting Curriculum Outcomes

Alberta

Language Arts
Express personal understandings of ideas and information 
based on prior knowledge, experiences with others, and a 
variety of oral, print and other media texts.

Reflect on own observations and experiences to understand 
and develop oral, print and other media texts.

Use talk, writing and representing to examine, clarify and 
assess understanding of ideas, information and experiences.

Select and focus relevant ideas from personal experiences and 
prior knowledge to understand new ideas and information.

Reflect on, revise and elaborate on initial impressions of oral, 
print and other media texts, through subsequent reading, 
listening and viewing activities.

Identify the characteristics of different types of media texts.

Create a variety of oral, print and other media texts to explore 
ideas related to particular topics or themes.

Produce oral, print and other media texts with well-developed 
and well-linked ideas and sections.

Atlantic Provinces

Language Arts
Recognize that different purposes and audiences influence 
communication choices such as vocabulary, sentence structure, 
rate of speech, and tone during talk; consider appropriate 
communication choices in various speaking contexts.

Produce a range of writing forms.

Demonstrate a commitment to crafting pieces of writing and 
other representations.

Listen attentively to grasp the essential elements of a 
message, and recognize and consider supporting details.

Make evaluations or judgments about texts and learn to 
express personal points of view.

Develop the awareness that content, writing style, tone of 
voice, language choice, and text organization need to fit the 
reader and suit the reason for writing.

Express clearly and with conviction, a personal point of view, 
and be able to support that position.

British Columbia

Language Arts
Use speaking to explore, express, and present a range of 
ideas, information, and feelings for different purposes and 
audiences, by using prior knowledge and/or other sources of 
evidence and explaining and effectively supporting viewpoints.

Listen critically to understand and analyse ideas and 
information, by interpreting the speaker’s verbal and 
nonverbal messages, purposes, and perspectives.

Select and use various strategies after reading and viewing to 
confirm and extend meaning, including reflecting and responding.

Respond to selections they read or view by expressing opinions 
and making judgments supported by reasons, explanations, and 
evidence; explaining connections; and identifying personally 
meaningful selections, passages, and images.

Read and view to improve and extend thinking by analysing and 
evaluating ideas and information, comparing various viewpoints, 
and summarizing and synthesizing to create new ideas.

Recognize and apply the features of oral language to convey 
and derive meaning, including text structure.

Recognize the structures and patterns of language in oral 
texts, including sound devices, structural sequencing cues, 
and idiomatic expressions.

Write a variety of clear, focussed personal writing for a range 
of purposes and audiences that demonstrates connections 
to personal experiences, ideas and opinions, featuring 
clearly developed ideas by using effective supporting details, 
explanations, analysis, and insights; sentence fluency through 
sentence variety and patterns with increasingly natural 
rhythm and flow; effective word choice through the use of 
precise nouns, and powerful verbs and modifiers; an honest 
and engaging voice; and an organization that is meaningful, 
logical, and effective, and showcases a central idea or theme.

Select and use various strategies before writing and 
representing, including developing class-generated criteria 
and generating, selecting, developing, and organizing ideas 
from personal interest, prompts, texts, and/or research.

Select and use various strategies during writing and 
representing to express and refine thoughts, including 
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referring to class-generated criteria and analysing models 
of literature.

Use writing and representing to critique, express personal 
responses and relevant opinions, and respond to experiences 
and texts.

Use writing and representing to extend thinking by exploring 
new ideas.

Reflect on and assess their writing and representing, by 
relating their work to criteria.

Drama
Use the creative process to explore a range of issues and 
abstract concepts.

Manitoba

Language Arts
Summarize and represent personal viewpoints in clear and 
meaningful ways.

Expand self-expression in oral, written, and visual forms.

Consider form and audience when generating ideas and 
focusing a topic.

Summarize and represent personal viewpoints in clear and 
meaningful ways.

Identify and use appropriate organizational patterns that serve 
various audiences and purposes.

Experience texts from a variety of forms and genres and 
cultural traditions; discuss likes and dislikes.

Consider form and audience when generating ideas and 
focusing a topic.

Select and compose using specific forms that serve various 
audiences and purposes.

Experiment with figures of speech, selecting appropriate 
words and sentence patterns during revision to enhance 
clarity and artistry.

Demonstrate growing self-confidence when expressing and 
sharing thoughts, ideas and feelings.

Ontario

Language Arts
Demonstrate an understanding of appropriate listening 
behaviour by adapting active listening strategies to suit a wide 
variety of situations, including work in groups.

Identify a wide variety of presentation strategies used in oral 
texts and evaluate their effectiveness.

Generate ideas about more challenging topics and identify 
those most appropriate for the purpose. 

Identify and order main ideas and supporting details and 
group them into units that could be used to develop a multi-
paragraph piece of writing, using a variety of strategies. 

Establish a distinctive voice in their writing appropriate to the 
subject and audience.

Identify their point of view and other possible points of view, 
evaluate other points of view, and find ways to acknowledge 
other points of view, if appropriate.

Produce revised draft pieces of writing to meet identified 
criteria based on the expectations.

Interpret increasingly complex or difficult media texts, using 
overt and implied messages as evidence for their interpretations.

Demonstrate understanding that different media texts reflect 
different points of view.

Drama
Engage actively in drama exploration and role play, with a 
focus on examining multiple perspectives related to current 
issues, themes, and relationships from a wide variety of 
sources and diverse communities.

Québec

Language Arts
Examine how poets and others have used the sound patterns 
and other auditory elements of spoken language to great effect.

Develop strategies to enhance the rhetorical aspects of spoken 
language, i.e., its power to engage and influence audiences.

Develop a sense of register, i.e., adjusts language style to 
meet the demands of different situations.

Create a tone and style suitable to the context.

Apply conventions of the genre, i.e., uses the appropriate 
textual and linguistic grammars.
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Saskatchewan

Language Arts
View, listen to, read, comprehend, and respond to a variety of 
texts that address identity, social responsibility, and efficacy.

View and demonstrate comprehension and interpretation of 
visual and multimedia texts with specific features and complex 
ideas including the visual components of media such as 
magazines, newspapers, websites, reference books, graphic 
novels, broadcast media, videos and promotional materials.

Create various visual, oral, written, and multimedia texts that 
explore identity, social responsibility, and efficacy.

Use oral language to effectively express information and ideas 
of some complexity in formal and informal situations.

Experiment with a variety of text forms and techniques.
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